Deer Tracks Ranch and Conference Center is an idyllic natural setting for corporate seminars, meetings and gatherings. Carved into some 1600 pristine acres of northern Michigan wilderness, Deer Tracks Conference Center is a spacious, technologically impressive and sophisticated venue for business functions of all kinds.

With abundant wildlife always close at hand, including a 1200-head herd of trophy whitetails and elk, Deer Tracks Ranch is your front row seat to all the natural charm northern Michigan has to offer.

Soak up the solitude of camp life in rustic elegance. Lodging is delightfully comfortable, but with an air of remoteness and simplicity. Catering can provide everything from straightforward meals to gourmet affairs rivaling the finest of restaurants.

This is a place to isolate yourself from the distractions of a hectic world. Escape the corporate jungle in favor of this truly natural retreat.
The feel is unmistakable. Lodging at Deer Tracks is a marriage of camp solitude and rustic elegance. Our authentic log homes are situated right on the Big Manistee River...a nature lover's dream. Guests can stretch out in comfortable individual quarters, or bunk-house style. Spacious common areas feature wonderful woodland and river views, natural log fireplaces, large screen TVs and fully stocked kitchens. Outside, guests can relax in a hot-tub overlooking the river, gather around a fire pit or lounge about on a large patio deck.

When your meetings are over and the day is done, know that the warmth and contentment of these discriminating riverfront accommodations are waiting for you.

- Elegant yet rustic log home-style lodging with fireplaces, outdoor decks, grills and fire pits
- Spacious common areas
- Large screen TVs, fully stocked kitchens and a hot-tub overlooking the river
Imagine a business meeting held in the wilds of northern Michigan, within steps of the Big Manistee River. Also imagine that same site providing the latest technological conferencing tools.

This is not your typical conference center, and your meeting will be anything but ordinary.

With its camp ambience, remarkable woodland views and flexible floor plans, the 3,000 square foot Deer Tracks Conference Center can accommodate groups of up to 50. Meetings can be also held in a number of both indoor and outdoor locales. Choose a riverfront log home. Even an actual treehouse.

But all this natural seclusion doesn’t cut you off from the latest presentation technologies and wireless internet access. This is a fully equipped business resource that just also happens to be miles from all stress and distraction.

- 3,000 square foot conference center
- State-of-the-art A/V and presentation technology
- Wireless internet, complete business center
- Meeting rooms for up to 50 guests
Catering

Business does not live by meetings alone. When talk runs low and appetites grow, Deer Tracks provides the means to refuel in grand style.

Serving up to 50 guests at a time, our on-site chef is ready to prepare whatever a body craves, even wild game menus. Event planners can choose from a wide array of mealtime options from classic to eclectic.

Dinners can be served in the Conference Center, on the riverfront, even in a comfortably appointed wildlife viewing stand. We’ll even clean, prepare and cook and fish you catch.

This is conference dining, well done!

- Full service catering, dining areas
- Can serve up to 50 guests at a time
- On-site chef preparing meals ranging from classic to eclectic
- Enjoy a meal and view the wildlife from the seclusion of a hunting blind
- A variety of wild game menus available
Despite our “out of the way” setting, a gathering at Deer Tracks is a haven for things to see and do. Climb aboard an ATV and tour our pristine preserve. Hike our 15 miles of winding trails, or drop a canoe into the scenic Big Manistee River and fish for native trout, steelhead and salmon. Work our three stocked fishing ponds for trout, bass and panfish. Go on a hunt for antler sheds and use them to create a unique craft items. Watch abundant wildlife from our viewing stations…trophy deer and elk, birds of prey and many varieties of birds and mammals. Head out in search of young fawns in the spring. Go target shooting. Play the picturesque Grandview Golf Club course. Come wintertime, set off for a day of cross-country skiing or snowshoeing.

If it’s an unforgettable gathering you seek, immersed in north-country splendor and solitude, Deer Tracks is your ticket.